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1. Introduction
Taking as starting point the Kuratowski–Mrówka characterisation of compact topological spaces—X is compact iff the
projection πY : X × Y → Y maps closed sets onto closed sets for any space Y—a categorical theory of compactness has
been developed (cf. [9,8,2–4]) which extends well beyond the topological setting. From a closure operator perspective, this
development culminates in [3], where fundamental properties of compact objects, a Tychonoff theorem and Cˇech–Stone
compactiﬁcation are given in categorical generality.
In [12] and then [4] the authors take closed morphism as their primitive notion. A class F—intuitively the “closed maps”—
is axiomatised and used to deﬁne ﬁrstly F -proper morphisms, thence compactness and numerous topological properties in
a category. This subsumes the work of [3], amongst others, in a very elegant exposition.
In this note we pursue the following generalisation of the above: a space X is compact iff for any space Y , every α-closed
subspace M ⊆ X × Y is projected to a β-closed subspace πY (M) of Y . Where α and β are different closure operations. This
extended deﬁnition permits the inclusion of “asymmetric” compactness properties into the categorical theory.
The resulting theory is akin to that of [10,11,6,7] (and other articles cited therein), where the Y are a restricted class of
spaces but the closure is the same. So in one sense the current ideas are not new, our contribution is to establish them
more succinctly within the categorical theory of closure and closure operators. The naturality of this approach provides new
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are the ones to study—exposing subtleties which can be overlooked in a purely set theoretic approach.
The principal motivation is the fact that “symmetric compactness” does not encompass topological compactness prop-
erties such as realcompact, pseudocompact, Lindelöf and countably compact. The compactness presented here extends the
existing theory of categorical compactness to include some of the above as well as generalisations of proper and perfect
maps.
2. Preliminaries
Categorical terminology follows [1], while for closure operators we refer to [5]. We work in a ﬁnitely complete category C .
C is equipped with a proper, stable factorisation structure for morphisms, (E,M). (E is a class of epimorphisms, M a class
of monomorphisms and E is stable under pullback.)
For a given X ∈ ObC , sub X := {m ∈ M | codomain of m is X}. sub X is ordered by n  m ⇔ m · j = n for some j
(necessarily in M). If n m and m  n then they are isomorphic. We do not distinguish between isomorphic subobjects,
treating sub X as a meet semilattice and writing m = n for isomorphic subobjects.
Any morphism f : X → Y in C induces an image/pre-image adjunction
sub X
f (−)
⊥ sub Y .
f −1(−)
(2.1)
For m ∈ sub X , f (m) is the M-component of the (E,M) factorisation of f ·m, while for n ∈ sub Y , f −1(n) is the pullback
of n along f .
A closure operator α on C with respect to M is a family
{αX : sub X → sub X | X ∈ ObC}
of functions which are
• extensive (m αX (m) for every m ∈ sub X and X ∈ ObC),
• order preserving (m n ⇒ αX (m) αX (n) for every m,n ∈ sub X and X ∈ ObC), and
• such that every morphism f : X → Y in C is α-continuous ( f (αX (m)) αY ( f (m)) for every m ∈ sub X ).
Since m α(m) (the subscript is often omitted), taking the α-closure of m ∈ M gives the factorisation:
M
jm
m
X
N
α(m)
We say that m is α-closed (α-dense) if jm (α(m)) is an isomorphism. The closure operator α is idempotent (weakly hereditary)
if for every m ∈ M α(m) is α-closed ( jm is α-dense).
We extend the subobject ordering pointwise to closure operators, writing α  β iff α(m) β(m) ∀m ∈ M.
3. Closed morphisms
Throughout the rest of the article α and β are assumed to be closure operators on C with respect to M.
A morphism f : X → Y is α-closed if f (αX (m)) = αY ( f (m)) for every m ∈ sub X . Since f is α-continuous, the crucial
inequality is f (αX (m)) αY ( f (m)). Taking this as our lead, we deﬁne:
Deﬁnition 3.1. A morphism f : X → Y is αβ-closed iff f (αX (m)) βY ( f (m)) for every m ∈ sub X .
Remarks 3.2.
(a) We write α-closed for αα-closed (i.e. if α = β). Initially α-closed morphisms were termed α-preserving in the literature
(to avoid the confusion mentioned below) but “closed” has become commonplace.
(b) Seeing as subobjects are given by morphisms, there is potential confusion between α-closed subobjects, and α-closed
morphisms. When dealing with M-morphisms, we will make explicitly clear whether they are being considered closed
as morphisms or as subobjects. (Cf. Proposition 3.5 for when the notions coincide.)
(c) An αβ-closed f : X → Y takes α-closed subobjects of X to β-closed subobjects of Y . If α is idempotent, then this
property is equivalent to Deﬁnition 3.1.
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age for any morphism f .
(e) All isomorphisms in C are αβ-closed iff α  β .
The following propositions illustrate the ease of reasoning introduced by the closure operator approach. Their apparent
triviality belies their application to compactness in later sections. The ﬁrst observation is immediate from Deﬁnition 3.1.
Proposition 3.3. Let α,β and γ be closure operators on C with α  β . Let f : X → Y be a morphism in C .
(1) f is γα-closed ⇒ f is γ β-closed.
(2) f is βγ -closed ⇒ f is αγ -closed.
Note that for α  β the above observation implies that if f is βα-closed then f is both α-closed and β-closed. This
is by no means a characterisation of βα-closed morphisms, however, and in the light of Remark 3.2(e) we are unlikely to
consider such f .
Proposition 3.4. Let α,β and γ be closure operators on C , f : X → Y and g : Y → Z C-morphisms.
(1) f αβ-closed and g βγ -closed ⇒ g · f αγ -closed.
(2) g · f αβ-closed and g ∈ M ⇒ f αβ-closed.
(3) g · f αβ-closed and f ∈ E ⇒ g αβ-closed.
Proof. We rely on four facts about the image/pre-image adjunction (2.1).
• For m ∈ sub X , (g · f )(m) = g( f (m)).
• If g ∈ M then for m ∈ sub Y g−1(g(m)) =m.
• If f ∈ E then for m ∈ sub Y f ( f −1(m)) =m.
• α-continuity of any f is equivalently expressed by: αX ( f −1(m)) f −1(αY (m)) for any m ∈ sub Y .
(1) For m ∈ sub X , (g · f )(α(m)) = g( f (α(m))) g(β( f (m))) γ (g( f (m))) = γ ((g · f )(m)).
(2) For m ∈ sub X , f (α(m)) = g−1(g( f (α(m)))) g−1(β(g( f (m)))) β(g−1(g( f (m)))) = β( f (m)).
(3) For m ∈ sub Y , g(α(m)) = g( f ( f −1(α(m)))) g( f (α( f −1(m)))) β(g( f ( f −1(m)))) = β(g(m)). 
Regarding the relationship between closed subobjects and closed M-morphisms we offer the following:
Proposition 3.5. Let M
m−→ X ∈ M.
(1) If m is an αβ-closed morphism, then m is a β-closed subobject.
(2) Let β be weakly hereditary and α  β . If m is a β-closed subobject then m is an αβ-closed morphism.
Proof. (1) m =m(1M) =m(α(1M)) β(m(1M)) = β(m) ⇒m = β(m).
(2) Consider n ∈ subM , m(n) =m · nm ⇒ β(m · n) β(m) =m, yielding k in the diagram below.
•
β(m·n)
k
•
j
n • m •
Since β is weakly hereditary j is β-dense and k β(n). Hence m(α(n))m(β(n))m(k) = β(m · n) = β(m(n)). 
In part the above propositions are a straightforward generalisation of [3] Proposition 3.2. The essence of their proofs
carry over to our context.
3.6. Axiomatisation of closed morphisms
In [4] a so-called “functional approach” is taken to general topology. They consider a class F of C-morphisms, intuitively
the “closed maps”, which is closed under composition and satisﬁes the axioms:
(F1) F contains all isomorphisms,
(F2) F ∩ M is stable under pullback, and
(F3) g · f ∈ F and f ∈ E ⇒ g ∈ F .
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that Fα,Fβ and Fαβ satisfy (F1)–(F3), as long as α  β and the closure operators are weakly hereditary.
Crucially, however, Fαβ is not closed under composition in general. What does follow from Proposition 3.4(1) is that
both Fα and Fβ are closed under composition and if h ∈ Fβ , g ∈ Fαβ and f ∈ Fα then h · g · f ∈ Fαβ . We abbreviate this
last observation as:
(C1) Fβ ◦ Fαβ ◦ Fα ⊆ Fαβ .
4. Proper morphisms and compact objects
We proceed with closure operators α and β and the families Fα,Fβ and Fαβ as deﬁned in Secton 3.6. The fact that
Fαβ is not closed under composition precludes us from simply applying the results of [3] or [4] to our setting. However
proceeding as in [4] allows a straightforward translation of the “functional approach” to the current context.
For a class F of C-morphisms F∗ denotes those f which are stably in F , i.e. any pullback of f is again in F . If Fα,Fβ
and Fαβ individually satisfy (F1)–(F3) and collectively (C1), it is easily veriﬁed that F∗α,F∗β and F∗αβ similarly satisfy
(F1)–(F3) and (C1).
Deﬁnition 4.1. A morphism f in C is αβ-proper iff f ∈ F∗αβ . X ∈ ObC is αβ-compact iff the terminal morphism !X : X → 1C
is αβ-proper.
Remarks 4.2.
(a) For objects X and Y , the projection πY : X × Y → Y is the pullback of !X along !Y . Thus, X is αβ-compact iff πY ∈ Fαβ
for any Y ∈ ObC .
(b) For any X , the identity 1X is the pullback of 11C along !X . Thus the terminal object is αβ-compact iff Fαβ contains all
isomorphisms iff α  β .
(c) Weak heredity of the closure operators is required in order to conclude that (F2) holds for Fα and Fβ . Fαβ satisﬁes
(F2) if in addition α  β .
(d) As for closed morphisms, we write α-compact for αα-compact.
Applying Proposition 3.3 to terminal morphisms immediately gives:
Proposition 4.3. Let α,β and γ be closure operators on C with α  β .
(1) X is γα-compact ⇒ X is γ β-compact.
(2) X is βγ -compact ⇒ X is αγ -compact.
Furthermore considering the composition X × Y πY−→ Y !Y−→ 1C Proposition 3.4(1) provides:
Proposition 4.4. Let α,β and γ be closure operators on C . X αβ-compact and Y βγ -compact ⇒ X × Y αγ -compact.
Considering properties (F1)–(F3) for Fα , Fβ and Fαβ , and replacing closure under composition with (C1), the proofs
of the following three propositions regarding compactness follow mutatis mutandis from the proofs of Theorem 3.3 and
Proposition 5.1 in [4].
Proposition 4.5. Let α,β and γ be closure operators on C . If f : X → Y is αβ-proper and Y is βγ -compact then X is αγ -compact.
The particular case when f ∈ Fα ∩ M yields:
Corollary 4.6 (Closed subspaces of compact spaces are compact). Let M
m−→ X be an α-closed subobject of αβ-compact X. If α is
weakly hereditary then M is αβ-compact.
Proposition 4.7 (Image of a compact space is compact). Let X be αβ-compact. If e : X → Y is in E , then Y is αβ-compact.
Recall that an object X is α-Hausdorff iff its diagonal δX ∈ Fα .
Proposition 4.8. If X is αβ-compact and Y is α-Hausdorff then any f : X → Y is αβ-proper.
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m−→ Y ∈ M is a
β-closed subobject.
Remark 4.10. As remarked in 4.2, 1C is αβ-compact iff α  β . Combining this observation with Proposition 4.7, no object
X for which the terminal morphism !X : X → 1C is in E can be αβ-compact if α  β . In concrete situations this renders the
class of αβ-compact objects to be trivial if α  β .
We conclude with two further observations about αβ-proper morphisms whose analogues occur in 3.5 of [4].
C/X denotes the comma category for a ﬁxed C-object X . The factorisation system (E,M) on C transfers to C/X , the
factorisation of h : (A, f ) → (B, g) in C/X being the (E,M)-factorisation of h in C (which is then automatically over X ).
This allows all closure notions to transfer seamlessly over X .
(X,1X ) is the terminal object of C/X and the terminal arrow from (A, f ) is f itself.
Proposition 4.11. A morphism f : A → X (considered as an object in C/X ) is αβ-compact iff f is αβ-proper in C .
Furthermore αβ-proper morphisms, like their “symmetric” counterparts, are closed and have compact ﬁbres.
Proposition 4.12. If f : A → X is αβ-proper then f is αβ-closed and any ﬁbre of f is αβ-compact.
Proof. Since f is the pullback of itself along 1X , it is αβ-closed. A ﬁbre of f is an object F in a pullback square for a point
p :1C → X .
F
!F
q
A
f
1C
p
X
Since f is αβ-proper, so is !F and F is αβ-compact. 
One cannot in general prove the converse of the above proposition and provide a characterisation of proper morphisms,
although in many concrete situations this is the case.
5. Varying the “test spaces”
As noted in the introduction, previous generalisations of the Kuratowski–Mrowka Theorem dating back to [10,11] and [6]
varied the “test spaces” Y asking that the projection πY : X × Y → Y be closed for certain Y . To compare this approach with
ours we deﬁne:
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let A be a full subcategory of C . X is αA-compact if for all Y ∈ A, πY : X × Y → Y is α-closed.
Proposition 5.2. Let A be the full subcategory of C with object class {Y ∈ ObC | αY = βY }. If X is αβ-compact then X is αA-compact.
Proof. Let X be αβ-compact. Take Y ∈ A and m ∈ sub(X × Y ), then πY (αX×Y (m)) βY (πY (m)) = αY (πY (m)). 
To obtain the converse of the above result we require there to be some “canonical modiﬁcation” between C and A.
In exemplary cases this could be a reﬂection or coreﬂection but this is not required. (In [7] the classes A are termed
“anti-compact” and are shown, under minimal assumptions, to be coreﬂective.)
Proposition 5.3. Let A be a full subcategory of C such that for each X ∈ C there is an αβ-closed E-morphism X˜ cX−→ X with X˜ ∈ A.
If X is αA-compact then X is αβ-compact.
Proof. Let X be αA-compact, Y ∈ C and consider the pullback square below.
X × Y˜ 1X×cY
πY˜
X × Y
πY
Y˜
cY
Y
Since cY ∈ E , so is 1X × cY . By assumption, πY˜ is α-closed and cY is αβ-closed. Thus by Proposition 3.4 πY · (1X × cY ) =
cY ·πY˜ is αβ-closed, giving πY is αβ-closed. 
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coincide. In (particularly topological) applications we will consider α  β and a modiﬁcation Y → Y˜ where αY˜ = βY˜ will
require a reﬁnement of structure.
Notwithstanding the above paragraph, we offer the following counterpart to Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.5. Let A be a full subcategory of C such that for each X ∈ C there is a β-closed M-morphism X rX−→ X˜ with X˜ ∈ A.
If β is weakly hereditary and α  β then if X is βA-compact, X is αβ-compact.
Proof. We again consider the pullback square below with X αA-compact and Y ∈ C .
X × Y 1X×rY
πY
X × Y˜
πY˜
Y
rY
Y˜
As the pullback of a β-closed subobject, 1X ×rY is a β-closed subobject and so by Proposition 3.5 is an αβ-closed morphism.
Since πY˜ is β-closed we conclude from Proposition 3.4 that rY · πY = πY˜ · (1X × rY ) is αβ-closed, hence also πY and X is
αβ-compact. 
6. Examples
For the purpose of this note we restrict ourselves to details of examples in topology. We consider ﬁve closure operators
on Top, the category of topological spaces and continuous maps equipped with the (surjection, embedding) factorisation
system. (Note that we assume no separation on our spaces.)
To align our notation with conventional usage in topology we associate an embedding m :M → X with its domain M
viewed as a subset of X and write α(M) for the closure in deﬁning the following:
(1) kX (M) is the usual (Kuratowski) closure of M in X .
(2) σX (M) = {x ∈ X | ∃ a sequence (an) in M such that (an) → x in X}.
(3) θX (M) = {x ∈ X | k(U ) ∩ M = ∅ for each neighbourhood U of x in X}.
(4) zX (M) = {x ∈ X | C ∩ M = ∅ for each co-zero set C containing x in X} (C is a co-zero set if there is a continuous
f : X → R with C = X \ f −1(0)).
(5) γX (M) = {x ∈ X | G ∩ M = ∅ for each Gδ G containing x in X} (i.e. G is a countable intersection of open sets in X ).
These operators are ordered σ < k < θ < z. Also γ < k but σ and γ are not comparable.
By Proposition 4.3 we have the following matrix of implications.
σ z-compact σθ-compact σk-compact σ -compact
kz-compact kθ-compact k-compact kσ -compact
θ z-compact θ−compact θk-compact θσ -compact
z-compact zθ-compact zk-compact zσ -compact
Following Remark 4.10 the six compactness notions in the top left corner (above the diagonal) are all trivial, the only
compact space in these instances being the empty space.
The motivating example is of course that k-compact is compact in the usual sense, while σ -compact is sequentially compact
(every sequence has a convergent subsequence) and θ -compact is H-closed. (In the non-Hausdorff setting we deﬁne X to be
H-closed if any open cover of X contains a ﬁnite collection whose union is dense in X .) Proofs of these results can be found
in [3].
6.1. kσ -compact = countably compact
Let X be countably compact, Y any space and ∅ = A ⊆ X × Y . We must show that π(k(A)) ⊇ σ(π(A)).
If y ∈ σ(π(A)) then there is a sequence (an) on π(A) with (an) → y in Y . For each n ∈ N pick xn such that (xn,an) ∈ A,
then (xn) has a cluster point x0 in X . Let U be a neighbourhood of x0 in X and V a neighbourhood of y in Y . There exists
n ∈ N such that am ∈ V for all m  n, but also there exists m0  n in N such that xm0 ∈ U . It follows that (xm0 ,am0 ) ∈
U × V ∩ A and (x0, y) ∈ k(A), i.e. y ∈ π(k(A)).
Conversely let X be kσ -compact and let (xn) be a sequence in X . Take Y the subspace of R with underlying set { 1n |
n ∈ N} ∪ {0} and A = {(xn, 1 ) | n ∈ N} ⊆ X × Y . Since 0 ∈ σY (π(A)) ⊆ π(kX×Y (A)) there is x0 ∈ X with (x0,0) ∈ kX×Y (A). Son
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xm ∈ U and x0 is a cluster point of (xn).
6.2. θ-compact = θk-compact = H-closed
By Proposition 4.3, θ -compact ⇒ θk-compact, while it is shown in [3] that θ -compact = H-closed. To complete the proof,
let X be θk-compact and G a collection of open sets in X with ﬁnite intersection property. Y is the space with underlying
set X ∪ {∞} and subbase for the topology S = P(X) ∪ {G ∪ {∞} | G ∈ G}.
Considering 	X = {(x, x) | x ∈ X} ⊆ X × Y , ∞ ∈ kY (X) = kY (π(	X )) ⊆ π(θX×Y (	X )) so there is (x0,∞) ∈ θX×Y (	X ).
By the deﬁnition of θ -closure, for any neighbourhood U of x0 in X and any G ∈ G , kX (U ) × kY (G ∪ {∞}) ∩ 	X = ∅ ⇒
kX (U ) ∩ kY (G ∪ {∞}) = ∅. But kY (G ∪ {∞}) = G ∪ {∞} and G open in X , hence U ∩ G = ∅ and x0 ∈ kX (G). This gives
x0 ∈⋂{kX (G) | G ∈ G} and X is H-closed.
6.3. z-compact = zθ-compact = zk-compact = functionally compact
(Where a space X is functionally compact if any open cover by functionally open sets (equivalently co-zero sets) contains
a ﬁnite subcover.)
The implications z-compact ⇒ zθ -compact ⇒ zk-compact follow from Proposition 4.3. Let X be zk-compact and let F
be a family of zero sets in X with ﬁnite intersection property. Similar to the above, Y is the space with underlying set
X ∪ {∞} and subbase for the topology S = P(X) ∪ {Z ∪ {∞} | Z ∈ F}. It follows that ∞ ∈ kY (π(	X )) ⊆ π(zX×Y (	X )) and
there is x0 ∈ X with (x0,∞) ∈ zX×Y (	X ).
For each Z ∈ F there is f : X → R with f −1(0) = Z and we use it to deﬁne f˜ : Y → R by:
f˜ (y) =
{
f (y) y ∈ X,
0 y = ∞.
Then f˜ is continuous and so f ∗ : X × Y → R given by f ∗(x, y) = f (x) − f˜ (y) is continuous too with f ∗(	X ) = {0}. Thus
since (x0,∞) ∈ zX×Y (	X ), f ∗(x0,∞) = 0 and f (x0) = f˜ (∞) = 0. Hence x0 ∈ Z and ⋂F = ∅.
To complete the circle of implications, let X be functionally compact, Y any topological space and ∅ = A ⊆ X × Y . To
show π(zX×Y (A)) ⊇ zY (π(A)), begin by assuming that y0 /∈ π(zX×Y (A)). So for all x ∈ X there is fx : X × Y → [0,1] with
fx(x, y0) = 1 and fx(A) = {0}. Put Cx = {a ∈ X | fx(a, y0) > 12 }, then {Cx | x ∈ X} is a functionally open cover of X and there
exist x1 . . . xn with
⋃n
i=1 Cxi = X .
Now deﬁne F : X × Y → [0,1] by
F (x, y) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
fxi (x, y)
which is continuous and since for each x ∈ X there is an xi with x ∈ Cxi (i.e. fxi (x, y0) > 12 ) it follows that F (x, y0) > 12n . On
the other hand fxi (A) = {0} for each xi , so F (A) = {0}.
Lastly deﬁne h : Y → [0,1] by h(y) = infx∈X F (x, y). Then h is continuous and h(π(A)) = {0} while h(y0)  12n . Hence
y0 /∈ zY (π(A)).
6.4. zσ -compact ⇒ pseudocompact
Assume that X is not pseudocompact and thus that there is a continuous and unbounded f : X → R. Again we deﬁne
the space Y with underlying set X ∪ {∞} and subbase for the topology S = P(X) ∪ {An ∪ {∞} | n ∈ N} where An = {x ∈ X |
| f (x)| > n}.
Now deﬁne g1 : X → R and g2 : Y → R by formulae
g1(x) = 1| f (x)| + 1 and g2(y) =
{
g1(y) y ∈ X,
0 y = ∞.
Clearly g1 is continuous. To see that g2 is too, consider y ∈ k(A) for A ⊆ Y . If y ∈ X then y ∈ A and g2(y) ∈ k(g2(A)). If
y = ∞ ∈ k(A) \ A then there is an ∈ An ∩ A for each n ∈ N, so for any 
 > 0 pick n ∈ N with 1n+1 < 
 and g2(an) < 
 . Hence
g2(∞) = 0 ∈ k(g2(A)).
Finally deﬁne G : X × Y → R by G(x, y) = g1(x)− g2(y) and observe that G(	X ) = {0} while G(x,∞) = g1(x)− 0 = 0 for
each x ∈ X . This means that (x,∞) /∈ zX×Y (	X ) for each x ∈ X while ∞ ∈ σY (X), i.e. σY (π(	X ))  π(zX×Y (	X )) and X is
not zσ -compact.
We do not know whether or not this implication can be reversed.
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Let X be Lindelöf, Y any space and A ⊆ X × Y .
If y /∈ π(k(A)) then for each x ∈ X there exist open sets Ux ⊆ X and Vx ⊆ Y such that Ux × Vx ∩ A = ∅. The open cover
{Ux | x ∈ X} of X has a countable subcover {Uxi | i ∈ N}. Put V =
⋂{Vxi | i ∈ N} then V is a Gδ with y ∈ V and V ∩π(A) = ∅.
Thus y /∈ γ (π(A)).
Conversely let X be kγ -compact and let F be a collection of closed sets in X with countable intersection property. Let
Y be the space with underlying set X ∪ {∞} and subbase for its topology S = P(X) ∪ {F ∪ {∞} | F ∈ F}.
Consider 	X = {(x, x) | x ∈ X} ⊆ X × Y . Since X is kγ -compact, π(kX×Y (	X )) ⊇ γY (π(	X )) = γY (X). But F has the
countable intersection property so ∞ ∈ γY (X) and there is x0 ∈ X with (x0,∞) ∈ kX×Y (	X ). Hence for all neighbourhoods
U of x0 in X and for all F ∈ F , U × (F ∪ {∞}) ∩ 	X = ∅, i.e. U ∩ F = ∅ and x0 ∈ F for all F ∈ F .
6.6. kσ -proper maps
By Proposition 4.12 kσ -proper maps are kσ -closed with countably compact ﬁbres. Conversely any continuous f : A → X
which is kσ -closed with countably compact ﬁbres is kσ -proper in Top/X .
Take any continuous g : B → X and the pullback below. We must show that p is kσ -closed. (Recall that A×X B = {(a,b) ∈
A × B | f (a) = g(b)} and p and q are the usual projections.)
A ×X B p
q
B
g
A
f
X
Given ∅ = M ⊆ A ×X B , pick b ∈ σ(p(M)). Thus there is a sequence (an,bn) in M such that bn → b in B . For n ∈ N put
An = {am | m  n} then since f is kσ -closed, f (k(An)) ⊇ σ( f (An)). But f (An) = { f (am) | m  n} = {g(bm) | m  n} and
g(bn) → g(b), so g(b) ∈ σ( f (An)) ⊆ f (k(An)) for each n ∈ N.
By assumption f −1(g(b)) is countably compact, so since k(An) ∩ f −1(g(b)) = ∅ for each n ∈ N it follows that⋂
n∈N k(An) ∩ f −1(g(b)) = ∅. Pick a ∈
⋂
n∈N k(An) with f (a) = g(b) then (a,b) ∈ A ×X B and consider open U ⊆ A and
V ⊆ B with a ∈ U and b ∈ V . There is n0 ∈ N such that for all m  n0, bm ∈ V . Also U ∩ An0 = ∅ so we have m  n0 with
(am,bm) ∈ (U × V ) ∩ M and b ∈ p(k(M)).
Note that the class of kσ -proper maps is larger than the class of quasi-perfect maps (maps which are closed and have
countably compact ﬁbres). The categorical motivation suggests that this larger class is likely to be the better behaved class
of maps to study.
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